


The following 1d10 list of goblin-themed loot items can be used to fill goblin pockets, treasure chests, storage closets, private 

chambers, or any other space occupied by goblins. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we hope that 

the ideas listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Loot Item
1. A slingshot built out of a branch that was struck by lightning twice in one night. Whenever something is fired from 

it, the object always manages to ricochet back and hit whoever shot it in the eye. 

2. A pouch of caltrops made from scorpion stingers, rusty nails, bent forks, jagged pieces of wood, and giant badger 

claws. Mixed in with the bag is a spool of thick thread used to tie the caltrops together.

3. A crumpled piece of paper containing the goblin’s bucket list. Specific activities include breaking an old woman’s 

knee caps, acquiring 1,000 gold pieces, and mustering up the courage to talk to their goblin crush.

4. A small shiv made from a sharpened brown bear tooth tied to a metal door hinge with thick twine. Etched into the 

door hinge’s face is the phrase, “Tuck this under your pillow every night before bed. Love, Mom.”

5. A beautiful perfume bottle made from pearl and shaped like a budding lily. Inside is a mixture of skunk spray, rotting 

mushrooms, and maggot juice that the goblin would spritz on themselves for special occasions.

6. A dried rat carcass whose belly has been cut open so that it can be used as a small pouch. Stored inside the rat are a 

collection of pixie wings, chicken beaks, and colorful stones shaped like crescent moons.

7. A bard’s sonnet and poetry book which the goblin has mercilessly critiqued. The pages are filled with the goblin’s 

notes which are mostly harsh criticisms and foul jokes made at the bard’s expense.

8. A goblin-sized bedroll made from giant possum, rat, and raccoon fur. The inside of the bedroll is heavily stained and 

reeks of urine as the goblin who slept in it often peed the bed whenever they had nightmares.

9. A back scratcher made from the skeletal arm of a young child. The bones still have bits of flesh attached to them as 

well as a beaded bracelet, and the fingers have been sharpened to provide an extra deep scratch.

10. A goblin King’s crown made from dozens of daggers and mess kit utensils taken from the adventurers he’s killed over 

the years. The crown is heavily rusted save for the handful of gemstones set all along its face.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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